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ABSTRACT
The fuel cell is an electrochemical device that employs electrochemical 
reaction to produce electricity and thermal energy with water as the by-product. 
Because o f its zero-emission nature, it plays a more and more important role in future 
energy conversion system. Among the various types o f fuel cells, the proton-exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has been considered as a promising choice for the 
automobile since it operates at near-room temperature.
In this thesis, a two-dimensional water and heat management model has been 
developed to simulate the energy, fluid and mass transfer processes inside a PEM fuel 
cell unit. Since there is water transport across the membrane, the energy balance 
equation involves the following items: the electro-chemical reaction released energy, 
output electrical energy, sensible heat carried by flow, latent heat associated with 
water evaporation and condensation in the flow channel, cooling heat and the heat 
loss to environment. Based on this model, the fluid parameters can be predicted along 
the channels o f both cathode and anode sides, such as: pressure drop, air temperature, 
hydrogen temperature, stack temperature, relative humidity, water vapor mole 
fraction, water liquid fraction, density, viscosity, Reynolds number, velocity volume 
flowrate, required pumping power, current density, output voltage and so on.
The simulation results in this research are verified very well by experiments 
under the similar working conditions. It shows that this model can effectively describe 
the flow behavior inside the PEM fuel cell. It has the potential to be a useful
iii
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engineering tool for PEM fuel analysis and design. In addition, the simulations 
indicate that factors like the relative humidity, the liquid water and temperature 
distribution play important roles in attaining high performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most current automobiles are driven by internal combustion engines which 
consume fossil fuel and generate air pollution. With the increasing public concerns of 
environmental protection, it is predictable that more and more strict regulations will 
be enforced to reduce or limit the emission o f these vehicles in the future. For 
example, California’s zero emission vehicle (ZEV) mandate [1] requires 10% of the 
vehicles sold by the automotive manufacturers after year 2004 to be ZEVs [2]. 
Similarly, European auto companies are required to meet their voluntary carbon 
dioxide emission limits set by the European Union [3]. According to the Kyoto 
Protocol, the international community is committed to cut greenhouse gases emission 
step by step. The Carbon Dioxide (C02) emitted by automobiles is one of the most 
important parts of greenhouse gases. Governments like Canada have already invested 
a lot in exploring new ways to replace the internal combustion engine in automobiles. 
Among all the technical proposals, fuel cell is one of the most potential and feasible 
solutions to achieve this goal. The benefits o f using fuel cells are as follows [4]: 
firstly, fuel cells consume hydrogen instead o f the exhaustible fossil fuel, which 
eventually protect our natural resource and environment; secondly, fuel cells emit 
only water, therefore, there is no pollution at all. Among all the currently existing fuel 
cells, the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has been widely considered as 
one of the most promising candidates for automobiles since it has one additional 
advantage over many other fuel cells: the PEM can operate at room temperature for
l
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quick startup. In this thesis, the research will focus on the PEM fuel cell related 
topics.
Before continuing the discussion of this research topic, it is necessary to 
review a little about the progress of fuel cell research and development. The fuel cell 
idea has been known for over 150 years. Although the first fuel cell was built by Sir 
William Grove in 1839, it was until the 1960’s that the PEM fuel cell was invented at 
General Electric in the U.S. This PEM fuel cell was used by NASA on their first 
manned space vehicle. Since the early 1980s, the British Royal Navy began to adopt 
this technology in their submarines. Since then, many companies and institutes around 
the world actively work on fuel cells to improve its safety, performance and lower its 
costs. In 1995, a Vancouver company named Ballard Power, tested the PEM cell on 
the buses of Vancouver and Chicago, and later DaimlerChrysler put the PEM fuel 
cells in their experimental vehicles as well.
Although the PEM fuel cell technology has been successfully demonstrated, 
the performance of the fuel cells still needs to be improved before they can be used as 
viable commercial products. One o f the technical issues in fuel cell development is 
water and thermal management. On the one hand, fuel cells, just like any other energy 
conversion device, are not 100% efficient [5]. Part of fuel energy cannot be converted 
to useful electrical energy and has to be rejected as waste heat to ambient by 
convection. Hence, heat rejection becomes an important consideration in fuel cell 
design. Furthermore, PEM fuel cells need water to humidify the air and fuel. They 
also produce water during the reactions. It is necessary to remove the excess water
2
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and achieve “water balance” inside the PEM fuel cell. Since previous research showed 
that water and heat management have a great influence on the fuel cell’s performance, 
a further study about the flow behavior inside the PEM module can be very 
meaningful.
The aim of this work was to develop a steady-state, two-dimensional 
mathematical model with mass and heat transfer, water balance in a single PEM fuel 
cell operated under the low temperature and low pressure to provide an understanding 
of the flow characteristics in the channels of fuel cells and enable the designers to 
optimize their designs by a numerical trial-and-error method. The trends o f pressure 
drop, temperature, relative humidity of reaction flow, water vapor mole fraction, water 
liquid fraction and stack temperature along the channels are predicted in this work.
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2. PRINCIPLES OF PEM FUEL CELL
This chapter describes the components of the fuel cell system first. Then, the 
principle of a single PEM fuel cell will be reviewed. After that, the detail concerning 
the issue of water and heat management inside the PEM fuel cell will be discussed. If 
you are familiar with the fundamentals related to these fields, you can skip this 
chapter.
1. Fuel Cell System
A simple PEM fuel cell system will include at least the following basic 
components in the design: the fuel cell stack which consists o f a number of single fuel 
cells, the fuel supply system, the air supply system, the cooling and humidification 
system. The fuel cell stack is a key component inside which the electrochemical 
reactions occur. It generates the electricity and provides power to an external circuit. 
Since there will be thermal energy produced as the byproduct, a cooling system is 
needed to remove the waste heat. The fuel supply system, possibly a hydrogen storage 
tank or a hydrogen-produced reformer, will provide hydrogen to the anode side of fuel 
cell stack. The air supply system, which may be composed of additional equipment 
like a pump or blower, will provide cleaned and conditioned ambient air to the 
cathode side of fuel cell stack. Generally, the fuel cell unit will operate at 70~90°C for 
optimal performance. The reaction o f fuel cell will also produce water which can be
4
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directly emitted to the ambient. To improve the efficiencies of the fuel cell unit, both 
the hydrogen and air supply need to be humidified before they enter the fuel cell 
stack. Part o f water produced by the fuel cell can be reused to fulfill this purpose. The 
details regarding the reactions inside the fuel cell will be further explained in the next 
section.
2. Single PEM Fuel Cell
A typical sandwich construction of a single PEM fuel cell is shown in Fig. 1. 
It consists of a proton-exchange membrane, two active layers and electrodes, and two 
plates with channels at cathode and anode.
The proton-exchange membrane is a very thin polymer membrane which lies 
in the middle o f a single cell and between the two active layers and electrodes. The 
most well-known polymer material is called Nafion made from fluoroethylene and 
manufactured by Dupont. Other kinds of membranes are also available, such as those 
made from new perflourosulfonic acids. Many fuel cell companies claim that they 
developed their own membrane which is more efficient and durable. Commonly, the 
thickness o f membrane is between 0.0508 mm to 0.1778 mm [4]. Thin membranes 
generally have better performance, lower mechanical stability and lower overall life 
times.
The proton-exchange membrane plays an important role in a PEM fuel cell 
since it has a set o f very special characteristics. One of its characteristics is that only
5
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hydrogen ions and water molecules can migrate through the proton-exchange 
membrane. The hydrogen gas, oxygen gas and electrons, on the other hand, cannot 
pass through it. Therefore, even thought the proton-exchange membrane separates 
reactants, it will allow the electrochemical reaction to happen. Another property of the 
proton-exchange membrane is that the proton conductivity is directly proportional to 
the water content. The higher the water content is, the more the water molecules can 
pass through the membrane and a better performance can be obtained. However, 
sometimes there is too much water to be fully taken away by the reactant. The water 
will block the pores in the electrodes and slow down the reaction speed, which leads 
to the downgrade of the fuel cell performance. Therefore, the water management in 
the proton-exchange fuel cell is considered to be a significant factor which affects the 
fuel cell performance.
The active layer and electrode is a thin layer of porous carbon cloth or cloth 
paper that contains a light platinum coating on one face of each electrode. In the early 
days of PEM fuel cell development, platinum coating was used at the rate of 28 mg 
cm'2. This is a major factor in the cost o f a PEM fuel cell. Recently, the usage of 
platinum has been reduced to around 0.2 mg cm'2 [6], which cuts the price of PEM 
fuel cell greatly. Usually, a fuel active layer and electrodes, a membrane and an 
oxidant active layer and electrodes are assembled as a very thin item, which is called 
the membrane electrode assembly (MEA).
The outer parts of a single PEM are plates which are usually made from 
stainless steel or carbon graphite, containing many tiny channels. Those plates have
6
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the following functions: 1. deliver hydrogen and oxygen to the MEA; 2. remove the 
water and waste heat that are generated in the fuel cell reaction; 3. collect the current 
produced by MEA. The reactants (hydrogen and oxygen) flow along the channels at 
the anode plates and cathode plates respectively. When the hydrogen gas flows along 
the channels, it diffuses into the active layer and contacts the platinum catalysts which 
is build in active layer. Meanwhile, the hydrogen releases electrons and creates 
hydrogen ions. The electrochemical reaction on the anode side is 
[A\.2H2 —> AH + +Ae~. On the cathode side active layer, an electrochemical reaction 
takes place when oxygen combines with hydrogen ions, which migrated through the 
membrane, and the electrons. Water is produced and heat is released. The chemical 
reaction that occurs on the cathode side is: 0 2 + Ae~ + AH + —> 2H 20  + qan.
3. Water and Thermal Management
Before the PEM fuel cell becomes a commercial solution for automotive 
applications, there are several important technical issues that need to be resolved. One 
of these issues is the water and thermal management in the fuel cell. Proper water and 
thermal management is essential for achieving the optimal performance for the PEM 
fuel cell [7, 8], Some reasons for studying the topic of the water and thermal 
management in the fuel cell are listed as follows:
1. Water starvation in membrane. As mentioned in section 2.2, the membrane in 
the fuel cell needs to be hydrated during its operation. According to Prater [9],
7
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if the membrane is not humidified enough, high ionic resistance will exist. In 
the worst situation, this may lead to the failure of the reaction. Maintaining an 
optimal working condition, such as pressure and humidity, on both the 
cathode and anode side is important in achieving high efficiency in the fuel 
cell.
2. Water flood in cathode. The electrochemical reaction will produce water as 
the byproduct. A part of the water can be recovered to hydrate the PEM 
membrane. The rest of water will remain in the channels. If  the water in the 
channels can’t be discharged in time, it will block the pores o f the electrode 
and slow down the electrochemical reaction. By achieving better water 
balance inside the fuel cell, we may improve the fuel cell performance. To 
successfully adjust the water balance, it is necessary to investigate the flow 
behavior inside the fuel cell unit.
3. Waste heat removal. The PEM fuel cell, like any other energy-producing 
device, cannot achieve a 100% efficiency. Heat is also emitted during the 
chemical reaction that generates the electricity. The heat will affect the 
temperature, pressure and many other parameters o f the steam in both the 
anode and cathode channels. To keep the fuel cell operating under the optimal 
working condition, any additional heat should be removed from the system.
It is evident that the water and thermal management issues have direct 
influence on the performance of fuel cell. Many studies have attempted to understand 
the physical process occurring inside the fuel cell and built better models to describe
8
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them. In this research, interest is on the investigation o f fluid and thermal fields inside 
a single PEM fuel cell which operate at near room temperature and atmosphere 
pressure. The following sections of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 3 will 
provide a literature review, which will present the current progress in the related 
research fields in detail. The physical model of PEM fuel cell is described in Chapter
4. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 discuss the simulation process, result and analysis, 
respectively. Finally, the conclusions are addressed in Chapter 7.
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Costamagna et al. [10] gave a veiy good review about the fuel cell science 
and technology up to the year 2000. Another recent review made by Yao et al. [11] 
presents both empirical performance models and theoretical models. I n the early 
1990’s, the pioneering work was done. Bemardi [12] presented a water balance 
calculation and the sensitivity of water balance to input conditions. However, this 
study did not involve a detailed membrane model. Bemardi et al. [13] and [14] 
formulated one-dimensional and isothermal models for the partial system o f the 
gas-diffusion cathode, active catalyst layer, and ion-exchange membrane. Only the 
direction perpendicular to the membrane is considered. Springer et al. [15] presented a 
one-dimensional PEM fuel cell model. The model employs a water diffusion 
coefficient, electro-osmotic drag coefficients, and membrane conductivities to predict 
the change o f membrane resistance with current density. Also, the results of their 
model are partially validated with experimental data. However, the temperature is 
assumed to be a constant and the model is unable to simulate the real flow behavior 
along the channels o f the PEM fuel cell. Later on, Springer et al. [16], [17] developed 
another detailed model of the transport phenomena in the catalyst layers. The model 
in Springer et al.[17], however, did not consider the water transport in the fuel cell.
Compared with a one-dimensional model, the two-dimensional mathematical 
model is preferable for water and heat management prediction, such as, the 
temperature, pressure and water changes along the channel. Fuller et al. [18]
10
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developed a non-isothermal model by including the material balances in the channel, 
the concentration and temperature gradients along the channel as well as across the 
membrane surface. Nguyen et al. [19] studied the variation in current density, water 
transport, and flow temperatures along the channel. They also model the effect of 
varying anode inlet humidity. Subsequently, an advanced model was developed by Yi 
et al. [20 ] to compare different fuel cell designs with coflow and counterflow heat 
exchangers. In this analysis, they include the thermal mass of the stack, account for 
the impact of the pressures difference between anode and cathode on water transport 
in the cell. However, there is no clear validation of results in both of the analyses. 
Mosdale et al. [21] give a review of the work that has been done at Texas A&M 
University. In this review, the various models are compared and the effect o f different 
humidification on the performance o f the fuel cell is discussed. Unfortunately, this 
paper does not give the exact details of their modeling approaches. Amphlett et al. 
[22], [23] of the Royal Military College o f Canada have developed PEM fuel cell 
models that are based on both the theoretical mechanistic analysis and empirical data. 
They perform an empirical treatment of the membrane and explain the water transport 
processes in the membrane. Nevertheless, this model cannot predict some parameters, 
such as anode humidification, temperature, pressure and so on. Researchers like Marr 
et al. [24], Dannenberg et al. [25], Hertwig et al. [26], Ge et al. [27] and Xue et al.
[28] have been doing fuel cell modeling for many years and have made very 
impressive progress. Those models emphasized important characteristics of the 
membrane, electrodes, as well as a detail description of the water content in the
11
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membrane. In order to simplify the process, some models assume that there is no 
temperature drop and pressure drop along the channel. Most models are assumed to be 
operated at high temperature (e.g. 90°C - 100°C), high pressure (e.g. 3 atm), and the 
constant temperature of solid phase. However, the general PEM fuel cell applied in 
the automobile is operated at low temperature (e.g. 23°C - 40°C) and low pressure 
(e.g. 1.3 atm for lkw portable applications). In addition, the pressure drop along 
channel is quite obviously in most PEM fuel cells. This parameter is very critical in 
designing the PEM fuel cell. It can be used to not only choose suitable pumps to 
supply reactants to fuel cell, but also discharge water produced by electrochemical 
reaction. However, few previous papers address this problem in detail.
In order to face these challenges, in the present study, a steady-state, 
two-dimensional model with pressure effects, water phase-change effects and detailed 
mass and heat transfer in a unit fuel cell was developed. The trends of pressure drop, 
flow temperature, relative humidity o f reaction flow, water vapor mole fraction, water 
liquid fraction, and stack temperature along the channels are predicted. The effect of 
inlet water content and temperatures of the reactants on the performance o f a PEM 
fuel cell is investigated in detail.
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Fig. 1 shows that the typical construction of a PEM fuel cell. In the present 
study, two coordinate axes are chosen. The x-axis is parallel to the gas channels. The 
temperature, pressure and concentration of gas flow will be calculated along this 
direction. The y-axis is perpendicular to the membrane. The hydrogen ions and water 
molecules transport from anode to cathode along this direction. The model includes 
the following parts:
Mass balance 
Energy balance
- Pressure drop
- Cell output voltage
4.1 Basic Assumptions
In the present model, the water transport mechanisms in the membrane are based 
on the study by Yi et al. [19]’s study. Some corresponding assumptions are listed as 
follows.
1. Only water vapor can diffuse into the electrode and pass through the 
membrane.
2. The electrode layer is “ultra thin”, gas diffusion through the electrode porous 
layer is neglected.
13
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3. The gases and water vapor are fully mixed, and the mixture is ideal gas.
4. Liquid water exists only in the form of small droplets and the volume is 
negligible.
5. Water vapor is produced in the electrochemical reaction.
6 . No voltage drop exists along the flow channels.
7. The channels in each unit cell have the same geometry and same surface 
roughness;
8 . Single channel is assumed to represent the unit cell for numerical simulations;
9. The temperature o f the solid (including MEA and plates) is assumed to be 
uniform in the y-direction.
4.2 Mass Balance
Fig. 2 shows the mass balance in a unit fuel cell. The amount o f inlet gases is 
calculated according to the amount of gases consumed by the electro-chemical 
reaction for PEM fuel cell 2 H  2 + O  2 = 2 H  2 0  + Ae~ ■ One equivalence of electrons 
is 1 mole o f electrons or 6.022x1023 electrons (Avagadro’s number). This quantity of 
electrons has the charge of 96487 coulombs (C) (Faraday’s Constant). Therefore, the 
charge o f a single electron is 1.602x1 O'19 C. One ampere of current is defined as 
1 C/Sec. As a result, the mole number o f electrons for one ampere o f current is as 
follows:
14
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NE
n = -------------------=  1 .03656546x10"5 mo l e / ( A - s )
6.022 x lO 23
(1)
where NEja represents the number of electrons in one ampere. It can be calculated by 
NE]A =l/l.602xl0“19. Based on the reaction equation, the theoretical mole numbers of 
consumed oxygen and hydrogen, and produced water for one ampere current output 
can be obtained by the following equations:
0 , , \ A = —n.
= —n. = — n.
= —n„ = —n.
(2)
(3)
(4)
The excess coefficients for air (oxygen) or hydrogen is defined as:
a  _  actually  supplied  m ole num ber o f  air (o x y g en ) or hydrogen  ^
th eoretica lly  consum ed m ole  num ber o f  air (o x y g en ) or hydrogen
Therefore, the supplied oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen mole numbers can be 
calculated by the following equations:
n 0 1, in, \A ~  a 0 2 n 0 2 ,lA
'l N l , in, \A ~  n 0 2, in, lA X 0  P  0 2 ~) ^  P  C
'l H 2, in, \A ~  a  H 2 n  H 2 ,1A ^ P h 2
(6)
(7)
(8)
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where / f e  is the mole fraction of oxygen in air (J3o2 = 20.9%) and is that of the 
hydrogen in anode (J3h2 = 1 in the present study).
For generating I  amperes of current, the molar flowrates o f oxygen, nitrogen 
and hydrogen for the single channel are evaluated in (mol/s) as:
N  c  , 0 2 , in =  I  X n 0  2,in ,1 A  ^ ^  ch (^)
N  = N  X ^  P  0 2  ^ n o )
C , N 2 , i n  i V  C , 0  2 , m  X R
P  0 2
N A , H  2 , in = I  X n  H  2 , in ,1 A  ^ N  ch (11)
The components o f the mixture vary along the channels and the local molar 
flowrates in channel are defined as follows:
dNC Oi (x)
 ^ =  Ax l (x)xhxaan!l, (12)
dNCN (x)
- ^ T -  = 0 (13 )
dN, „ (x)
 ^ ---- =  - f t H 2 , U X l ( X ) X h x a area ( 14)
where Uarea is the reaction area coefficient that accounts for the land area for reaction 
due to gas diffusion from the channel to diffusion layer.
The variations o f vapor and liquid water along the channels are more 
complicated. Vapor water transport and condensation, and liquid water evaporation 
are considered in this model. There are three water transport mechanisms across the
16
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membrane, according Yi et al. [19]: (a) electro-osmotic drag - since the hydrogen ions 
pass through the membrane, the water molecules are carried from the anode to the 
cathode; (b) back-diffiision by the concentration gradient of water - because the water 
concentration is different, some water molecules diffuse from the cathode to the 
anode; (c) convection by the pressure gradient - water moves from higher-pressure 
side to the lower one. In a calculated volume, there is no potential gradient in the 
x-direction. The electro-osmotic drag flux (mol/s) in the y-direction is as follows [18]:
N » og ( y )  = nd (x ) i(x ) ( 15)
where I(x) is the local current density of the fuel cell, F  is Faraday’s constant, nd is the 
electro-osmotic drag coefficient which represents the number o f water molecules 
carried by one proton. It is calculated by [18]:
„ _ J 0.0049 + 2.02a(x) -  4.53a 2 (x) + 4.09a 3 (x) ( 0 < a(x) < 1) n  ~
ndK)  [1.5849+ 0 .159 (a (x )-l) ( a ( x ) > l )  1 '
where a{x) is the activity of water vapor in membrane. Since the membrane is placed 
between the cathode and anode, the water vapor activity in the membrane is affected 
by the water vapor activity at both cathode and anode. A weighted average water 
activity for the water vapor activity in the membrane is employed. The water vapor 
activity at anode or cathode a#(x) is defined as [18]:
17
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aflx) = ^ • ^ por~X'^  x ( i, the species in the flow  stream # )  (17)
/ A C * )  P#,sa,(x)
i
The water vapor activity at the membrane is defined as:
aM(x) = a MaA(x) + ( l - a M)ac (x) (18)
where aM is the weight coefficient. Thus, the water vapor activity at the membrane 
depends on the water activity at both cathode and anode.
The diffusion flux caused by the concentration gradient o f water can be written as 
follows
Ko— J.y)  = O 9)dy
where the diffusion coefficient of water is as follows [19]:
—
(0.0049 + 2 .0 2 a (x )-4 .5 3 a 2(jc)+ 4.09a3f3cJ )D°exp[2416( —-------- — )] ( for  0 < a{x)  < 1)
303 Ts(*)
[1.59 + 0 .1 5 9 [(a W -l)]D ‘ex p [2 4 1 6 (-^ -- — ?— )] ( for  a(jc) > 1)
303 TsO )
(20)
Convection flux caused by pressure gradient [19] is,
18
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(y)  = [ - "  c (x) !  c"  - 1 (jr)]x p i )
2 ^  „ (x) c>y
where p#,vapor is the water vapor pressure in the anode and cathode channels, 
respectively. kp is the permeability of water in the membrane, and pw{x) is the water 
viscosity. cmw,c(x ) and cmw,a (x ) are the concentrations of water in cathode and anode 
respectively, and the expression is given below [18],
C  M W  ,# (■ *)
r'm,dry 
^  m,dry
P m, dry
M
[0.043 + 17.8a#(x) -  39.8a# (x) + 36.0a|(x) ] (for 0 < a#(x) < 1)
[14 + 1 A(a§ (x) -  1)] (for au (x) > 1)
m,dry
(22)
where f m,dry and Mm<dry are the density and the equivalent weight o f a dry proton 
exchange membrane. Therefore, the change o f water flux along the channel at the 
cathode can be expressed by
dNc,W^ r('X^  = [«*,£> x/(*) + (y) -  Nmalrallm (y) -  N pressure(y)]x haam (23 )
The variable trend of water flux in anode can be expressed by
= [" N a^S{y) + NcomtnaM(y) + Npressure(y)]x haana (2 4 )
19
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The mole number of water condensation or evaporation can be calculated as [18]
dN #,liquid (* ) ,  k chd , N u (x)
 1 = — r r x p A * ) ~  P#,s°< 0 ) 1d* R J A * )
i
(/', the gaseous species in stream # ) (25)
In order to present the state of vapor water and liquid water, relative humidity (RH) 
and relative water content ($) are defined as follows:
R H # (x) = par- al- pressure °f  Vap°r Water or R H ( x ) - N* ^ Xx): : P*(x) (26)
saturation pressure * ^ A f ( x )  p#sal(x)
i
, . . . mole number o f  water (vapor + liquid)and fz5#(x) = ------------------- ----------------- -  -  or
mole number o f  water in saturation
<j>fx) = ^ '~ a,er ^  x (i, the gaseous species in stream # ) (27)
X N #Ax ) P#,saf x )
4.3 Energy Balance
As shown in Fig.3, the energy in a unit fuel cell consists of the energy 
released from chemical reaction, which is the source o f energy in fuel cell; the 
electrical energy for generating power; the heat for increasing the solid phase 
temperature; the sensible heat for increasing the temperature o f flow; the latent heat 
for water phase changes; the waste heat taken away by coolant; and the heat loss to
20
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the environment at the inlet and exit of channel. 
The total energy balance is
9 ™  O )  =  Qelec ( x )  +  Q hea, ( * )
V- V- (28)= Qetec (x) + q(x)slack + 2  ^q, xn (x) + ^  q ,Mem (x) + qcool (x)
The energy released from electrochemical reaction is difficult to calculate. In 
general, enthalpy or entropy is employed to evaluate the energy and electrical work in 
an electrochemical system. For a reversible cell:
qhea,(x) = T0AS(x) (29)
In this study, the entropy is used to calculate the released energy. For the 
reacting and non-reacting system, the entropy balance for undergoing any process can 
be expressed as:
( S , n  -  ) + S gm = AS syslem (30)
This means that the change of entropy in a system can be determined by the net 
entropy transfer and the entropy generated in the system. The difference of the 
entropy change between a system with chemical reaction and a non-reacting system is 
that: the entropy relations for the reactants and the products involve the entropies of
21
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the components, not entropy changes, which was the case for non-reacting system
[29]. Thus, a common base for the entropy of all substances is established by the third 
law of thermodynamics. Based on the third law of thermodynamics, the entropy has a 
common universal scale for each chemical compound. The common scale, called the 
absolute entropy, is based on the fact that the entropy for any pure element is zero at 
the temperature of absolute zero. For the electrochemical reaction in a PEM system, it 
is difficult to calculate the reaction heat for the total reaction. However, if one could 
tell the heat generation in which electrode heat is generated and in which it is 
absorbed, the corresponding total reaction heat can be calculated easily. For the 
electrode reaction at the anode, the entropy change can be calculated by:
AS“ = 4 ^ + 4 r - 2 ^  (31)
where S° is the absolute values of species at the standard state: T0 = 298.15 K, Po = 1 
bar. The numerical values for the species are taken from [20] and [21]. The entropy 
change at anode is: Sa = 0.208 J/(mol K) [30]. In the same way, the entropy change for 
the cathode reaction, can be calculated by:
M ° = 2 1S’«2O- ^ 2 -4 5 'e0_ - 4 ^ + (32)
The entropy change at the cathode is: Sc = -326.36 J/ (mol K) [30]. The absolute 
entropy of the species / at the temperature T  and pressure P can be calculated from
22
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S, (T , P, X) = S° + f  dT + f  [ - ^ ^ - ] d p  
' h  T  h  dT(x)
(33)
where v,(x) is the specific volume of flow at the location of x. Considering the total 
reaction in a cell, the reaction heat flux (J/s) can be calculated for the reversible 
process as:
tftaor(*) = W x l ( x ) x h x a arm Xdx (34)
2 F  4 F
For the real irreversible process, due to the ohmic loss and reaction 
resistance, some o f the electrical energy is turn into the released heat. The total 
reaction heat flux can be expressed:
qhea, W  = [ -? r r ^  + x I ( x ) x h x  a area x d x -  rj(x) X I(x) xh xccarea x dx
2 F  4 F
(35)
If  the numerical value of qheai(x) is negative, it means that the chemical reaction emits 
heat to the surrounding.
The electrical energy (J/s) is:
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<letec O ) = K e l l  ( X )  X 1  ( X )  X h  X &  area X ^ (36)
The sensible heat of mixture flow at cathode channel (J/s) is:
dq# se„ (x) = [N#d (x)Cp, (x)]dT# (x) (i, the gaseous species in stream # )  (37)
i
The latent heat for water vapor condensation or liquid water evaporation at cathode or 
anode channels (J/s):
dq u M e „, (x) =  [HU vapor (x) -  H # Uquid (x)] X dN # liquid  (x) ( 3 g )
In this model, the heat taken by the coolant is considered and expressed by:
Q coal O) = U cool X A e c l  IJ s  (X) ~ T cool ] (39)
where Ucooi is the heat transfer coefficient between stack and coolant, Acooi is the area 
of heat transfer.
When the streams flow along the channels, they will gain or lose heat due to 
the heat transfer between the fluid and stack. Therefore, the temperature of flow 
depends on the stack temperature and the latent heat as well, which can be calculated 
as follows:
24
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X  lN^(x)CP' , ( x ) ] ^ ^ -  = l H ^ mpor(x) -  Hw (x)} d- -*^ {x) + Uuh[Ts(x) -  TJx)]
(40)
U# represents the heat transfer coefficient between the flow stream # and stack. The 
term on left side of the equation represents the heat flux obtained by gaseous flows. 
The first term on the right side of the equation accounts for the enthalpy change due to 
condensation or evaporation of water in the channels, which can be calculated using 
equation (40). The second term on the right side of the equation is for the convection 
heat flux between the stream and the stack.
H , , vapor (* ) -  H * * *  (* )  = 45070 -  41 .9 [T,  ( x )  -  273 ] + 3.44 x 10 ^ [ T t ( x)  -  273 ] 2 
+ 2.54 x 10 "6[r # ( ^ ) -  273 ]3 -  8.98 x 10 - |0 [Tt {x)  -  273 ] 4
(41)
The stack temperature varies with along the channels. It is determined by the 
local current density, local latent heat, and local cooling heat. It is calculated by the 
following energy balance equation:
^  2 1 ^  C , liquid (-0 + AT Ajiguid (X ) ] C  Pwaler
= - A c U t [TA ( x )  + Tc ( x )  -  2 T S (*)] -  A cod, U cool [Tcm, ( x )  -  Ts (x)]
, water
A ,vapor C , vapor
dN w  (x)
dx
(42)
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where k  is the thermal conductivity of the stack. As represents the cross-section area 
o f the stack along the flow direction, Ac  represents the heat transfer area between 
stack and flows, and Ac00i is the heat transfer area between stack and coolant. The term 
on the left side of equation represents energy flow by the conduction in the stack of 
the cell along the gas flow path (x-direction). The temperature distribution normal to 
gas flow (y-direction) is assumed to be uniform. The first term on the right side of 
equation is for convective heat transfer between the streams in the channels and the 
stack o f cell. The second term on the right side o f equation accounts for convective 
heat transfer between the stack o f cell and coolant. The temperature of coolant is 
assumed to be constant along the channels. The third and fourth terms represent the 
energy taken or released from the phase changes o f water in the anode or cathode flow 
(latent heat), which can be calculated in equation (40). The last term represents heat 
generation by the reversible chemical reaction process.
4.4 Pressure Drop
The pressure drop of the gas mixture in the fuel cell flow channel was rarely 
considered in currently available fuel cell research publications. But, in industrial 
design, it is a significant parameter simply because it directly affects the efficiency of 
system.
The saturation pressure (Pa) can be expressed in terms of the local
26
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temperature [31].
Psm (x ) = 1-013 x 105 xlO -2.1794+0.02953 (T , ( Jt)-273 )-9 .1837x l(T 5 <r#(jc)-I73 )2 +1.4454 x l(T 7 (T,  (* )-2 7 3  )3
(43)
Based on the assumption that the mixture is regarded as an ideal gas, local 
volumetric flow (m3/s) in the cathode and anode can be calculated using the ideal-gas 
law.
Q# (x) = y  Nt (x) X R  X T A XJ. ( i, the gaseous species in stream #) (44)
( ■' "  P * ( x )
The local velocity (m/s) in the cathode and anode can be calculated as follows,
V* (x )  = (45)
# , cross
where A # iCross  is the cross-section area of channel.
Since the mole fraction o f gases in the channel varies, local density (kg/m3) 
also varies with the different components in the flow. It can be calculated from:
p (x) = V  r x MjLL\x —P*(x(—  (i, the gaseous species in stream #)
1000 Tt { x ) x R a
27
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(46)
Local dynamic viscosity can be calculated by interpolation, pyoo is the gas 
dynamic viscosity at 100°C, and p^o is the gas dynamic viscosity at 0°C. The 
temperature range of flow in the calculated cases is 0 - 100°C, so, the local dynamic 
viscosity is
.. N # A X) 2 7 3 . . , . .  .. , , „
M # ( x ) AT i nn  n x (M i , i o o  Mi,  o) + Mi,  o]}
i 2 -  N # A X) i o o - o
( i, the gaseous species in stream # ) (47)
For laminar flow, pressure drop in each control volume can be expressed as (Pa):
<4* >ax 2D
where /#(*) is the friction factor. D  is the hydraulic diameter o f the channel. In this 
model, the channels are straight, so that only friction loss is considered. The local 
pressure (Pa) is calculated by the pressure at inlet subtracting the pressure drop from 
the inlet to the current control volume.
P# O ) = P#,,n ~ (49)dx
28
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The total required pumping power (W) is used by designer to choose the pump to 
maintain the flow. It is given by:
P»,pump = N ch x \ L/ P #J ^ X ) Q « ( x ) d x  (50)
4.5 Cell Output Voltage
Cell output voltage is a significant parameter that is used to evaluate the 
performance o f a PEM fuel cell. The goal in this section is to model the potential 
losses in the gas diffusion layers and membrane, so that the output potential can be 
accurately predicted. The output voltage o f the fuel cell is modeled as the reversible 
cell voltage minus activation losses, concentration over-potential and ohmic resistance 
o f the electrodes, catalyst layer and membrane
The activation losses [6] are caused by the slowness of the reactions taking 
place on the surface of the electrodes. A proportion of the power generated is lost in 
driving the chemical reaction that transfers the electrons to or from the electrode. The 
ohmic resistance [6] is the straightforward resistance to the flow of electrons through 
the material o f the electrodes and the various interconnections, as well as the 
resistance to the flow of ions through the electrolyte. This voltage drop is essentially 
proportional to current density. Concentration losses [6] result from the change in 
concentration o f the reactants at the surface o f the electrodes as the fuel is used. 
Because the reduction in concentration is the result of a failure to transport sufficient
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reactant to the electrode surface, this type of loss is also often called mass transport 
loss. The cell potential is expressed as [18]:
vcett =voc (51)
where Voc is the open circuit potential o f fuel cell. rj(x) refers to the cell over potential 
which combines activation losses and concentration losses together. It is calculated as 
follows [18],
0.5 F  <5 2 >
where 1° is the exchange current density at one atmosphere of oxygen, and pc,02(x) is
the partial pressure of oxygen at cathode. ,  ^ represents the ohmic loss, it
C'm W
depends on the water activity o f membrane, stack temperature and the thickness of 
membrane. am(x) is the membrane conductivity and calculated by the following 
equation [18],
a m(x) = (0.00514 x ^ - ^ 2 — (x)  -  0.00326 )exp( 1268 x [ - J - - - i — ])
P m,dry 303 TS(X)
(53)
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where,
P m . dry
C  M W  O )  —
M
M
[0.043 + 17.8a(*) -  39.85a 2 (* )  + 36,0a3 (* ) ] (for 0 < a(x) < 1)
m ,dry
-[14 + 1 A { a ( x )  -  1)] ( f o r  a ( x )  > 1)
m,dry
(54)
The current density is distributed unevenly along the channel. However, when a fuel 
cell is evaluated, the output current is concerned. Therefore, the average current 
density is calculated using:
L
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5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The main focus of this chapter is how to build the simulation process based 
on the model which has been discussed in previous chapters. This section will firstly 
review the related computational methods. Then, the discretization method will be 
discussed shortly. After that, we will continue with the simulation process and discuss 
the model parameters which are used in the simulation.
5.1 Review of Computational Methods
Based on previous analysis, the model can be summarized into a set of 
nonlinear differential equations which include 13 governing equations and 13 
unknown variables. Generally, the methods to solve nonlinear differential equations 
can be categorized into two groups: direct methods and indirect or iterative methods.
One good example of direct methods is Runge-Kutta method, which 
numerically integrates ordinary differential equations by using additional steps at the 
predicted mid-point o f an interval to cancel out lower-order error terms. Therefore, 
this method is also called as “predictor-corrector algorithms”. The benefit of this 
method is that it is reasonably simple and robust. Runge-Kutta method, which is 
sometimes combined with an intelligent adaptive step-size routine, is a good 
candidate for numerical solution o f differential equations
The following equations are the formula o f fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
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[32]:
T„+i = y n + + l k 2 +2k3 +k, )  + 0 (h 5)O
where
K = ¥(x„,y„)
k2 = h f ( x „ + ^ h , y n + ^ k ])
k3 = ¥ ( x „  + \ h>yn + \ k^
kA = ¥ ( x n +h , y„+k3)
At step n, the value of current point x„, y„ and the interval between the current point 
and next point, h, are already known. Function fix, y) is the slope o f solution curve at 
a particular point (x, y). According to the Euler method y= hj[x, y), a ^ -direction jump 
value can be derived. At step n+1, xn+\ can be simply attained by adding the step 
interval h. However, the value of y„+\ in the y-direction is much more complex to 
decide. In the above formula, k\ means y-direction jump from the current point to the 
next Euler-predicted point; k2 is far more interesting. Here, we also use Euler's method 
to predict a mid-point which lies half-way across the predicted interval. The value of 
this predicted mid-point in the x  direction is x„ + h/2, and y„ + k\!2 in the y  direction. 
Recalling that function f  (x, y) means the slope of solution curve, 
¥ ( x n+ — h , yn + — kx) give us the second j-direction jum p k2; Similarly, k2 is the 
third y-direction jump, but instead of using k\t, we use the k2 to predict they-value of 
the mid-point; h  is the jump value which is based on the predicted right end-point of
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the interval. As before, the value of this predicted point is decided by £3. Once all 
the four jump values in y-direction have been calculated, a weighted average formula 
is used to evaluate the y„+1. To analyse the algorithm, if we can generalize the direct 
methods by using y„+i = c y„, where c is a coefficient that depends upon the method 
used and the equation being evaluated. The primary reason, which makes the fourth 
order Runge-Kutta method successful, is that the coefficient c that it produces is 
almost always a very precise approximation to the actual value.
Although the direct methods are quite straightforward, sometimes it is 
difficult to implement these algorithms efficiently, especially when it involves large 
vector and parallel architectures. I f  the system has a large numbers o f equations, the 
memory requirements may grow out o f bounds quickly. On the other hand, iterative 
methods are relatively easy to program for vector and parallel computation and use 
less computer memory than the direct methods.
Unlike the direct methods which always try to find an exact solution to the 
equations system, iterative methods attempt to find the solution by repeatedly solving 
the system equations by using approximations to the vector. Iterations continue until 
the solution is within a predetermined acceptable bound on the error. For a system of 
linear equations system, well-known examples o f this kind o f algorithm include 
Gauss-Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and Tri-diagonal matrix methods. For systems of 
non-linear equations, the Newton-Raphson method is a commonly used algorithm. 
The disadvantages o f iterative methods are: the total number o f operations, typically 
on the order of N  per iteration cycle, cannot be predicted in advance; in addition, it is
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hard to guarantee the convergence unless the system of equations satisfies fairly strict 
criteria. The main advantage o f iterative methods is that only non-zero coefficients of 
the equations need to be stored in core memory. A brief explanation o f each of these 
methods is listed as the following.
1. Gauss-Jacobi iteration can be expressed as [33]:
x n+l= D - ' - b - D - ' - ( L  + U)-x„
where D is strictly diagonal matrix, b and are known, and D^^L+U) 
just scales each row o f the sum (L+U) by the reciprocal o f the corresponding 
element of D. Since the Gauss-Jacobi algorithm uses all values from the 
previous iteration, it has the disadvantage o f slow convergence.
2. Gauss-Seidel iteration can be written as [33]
(D + L ) • x„+] +U  -x„=b
where x„+i can be computed quite easily with simple forward substitution 
because {D+L) is a lower triangular matrix. The practical advantage of this 
method over the Gauss-Jacobi algorithm is that as soon as an element of the 
new solution vector at the iteration n+1 has been calculated, it can be used 
successively for the calculation o f the remaining elements o f x„+i. Compared
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with the Gauss-Jacobi algorithm, which only uses elements calculated at the 
iteration n to approximate the solution at iteration n+1, the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration converges twice as fast as Gauss-Jacobi in the average.
3. Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA) [34]: Gauss-Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel 
iterative methods are easy to implement, but they can be very slow to 
converge especially when the system of equations is large. In many real 
situations, the system of equations can be simplified and described in form of 
tri-diagonal matrix, which means there are only nonzero elements on the 
diagonal, sub-diagonal and super-diagonal of matrix. Neither Gauss-Jacobi 
method nor Gauss-Seidel methods has any special treatment to make use of 
this special situations to improve their performance. Therefore, much 
computational time is wasted on the calculation of a full matrix, most of these 
calculations result in zero. In 1949, Thomas developed a technique for rapidly 
solving tri-diagonal system which is now called the Thomas Algorithm or the 
Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA). TDMA can solve these sparsely 
populated matrices which have the equations in the form o f Ax=b, where x 
and b are vectors, and A is a tri-diagonal matrix. Basically, the TDMA follows 
the rule of the Gaussian elimination. In a full-matrix Gaussian elimination, 
TDMA eliminates all values below the main diagonal, solves the final 
equation, and then uses that value in back-substitution to solve the remaining 
equations. For an w-dimensional matrix A, instead of storing a matrix o f n2,
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we need store just three ^-dimensional vectors. In summary, by eliminating 
the unnecessary zero items in the matrix A, TDMA can save computational 
time and use less system memory, which eventually leads to the improvement 
o f the efficiency.
4. Newton-Raphson Algorithm [35]: Newton-Raphson method is one the most 
powerful methods in solving the nonlinear equations system. It is a 
root-finding algorithm that uses the first few terms o f the Taylor series o f a 
function fix)  in the vicinity o f a suspected root. The Taylor series o f fix )  about 
the point x-xo+s is given by
o + £ ) = / O o ) + f i x ,  ) e  + ^  f \ x Q ) s 2 +...
Keeping the term only to the first-order, the above equation can be simplified 
as:
f ( x 0 + £ ) ~  f ( x 0) + f ' ( x 0)£ 
in which, s  means the offset between the root and an initial guess values xo.
f  )For a given initial guess value xo, £o can be estimated as s 0  ---— . After
f i x  0)
that, the method refines the guessed value asjc, = x 0 + e0, and uses this value
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to get another Sj. So on and so forth, the algorithm repeats the same process
/(*»)until it converges to a root using £•„ = --------— .
/'C O
In this study, iterative methods are chosen to solve the differential equations 
because o f the advantage of iterative methods - only non-zero coefficients of the 
equations are stored in core memory. The mathematical model is implemented in a 
Java program on the Sun Solaris platform. The program includes three loops. The 
outer loop adopts Gauss-Jacobi method to solve the equations, such as mass of 
hydrogen, mass of oxygen, pressure drop, stream temperatures, mass of water vapor 
and liquid water, and so on. In the inner loop, the Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm is 
used to calculate the energy balance to get the stack temperature. For the non-linear 
algorithm equation, such as cell potential -  current density equation (51), the 
Newton-Raphson method is applied to calculate the local current density.
5.2 Discretization
Before the iterative methods can be applied, the differential equations are 
required to be discretized into algebraic equations. The common discretization 
methods are finite difference method, finite element method and finite volume method 
which is also called control-volume-based finite element method [36], The finite 
difference method requires the domain to be replaced by a grid. At each grid point, 
each term in the governing equation is replaced by a difference formula which may
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also include the values of neighboring grid points. By substituting the difference 
formula into the equations, a difference equation is obtained. The finite-element 
method subdivides the calculation domain into elements. The discretization equations 
are usually derived by the use of a variation principle. In the derivation, a “shape 
function” or profile assumption is used to describe how the dependent variable varies 
over an element. For the control-volume-based finite element method, the control 
volumes are constructed by joining the centroid o f each triangle to the mid-points of 
the sides of that triangle. The discretization equation is formed by adding the 
contributions of these elements to the integral conservation for the control volume.
In this simulation, the finite difference method is adopted. The channel is 
subdivided into n control volumes o f equal length L=L/n in x direction (Shown in Fig. 
4). The exit values at the kfh control volume are the inlet values at the (k + l/h control 
volume, and all variables are stored at the centroid o f each cell. A set of differential 
equations is replaced by algebraic equations based on this method.
5.3 Simulation Procedure
The mathematical model is implemented in a Java program on the Sun 
Solaris platform. The whole iteration process is divided into two levels: the inner 
iteration is used to derive the parameters in each control volume, such as, Nh2, N 02, 
Nn2, Nvapor, l^iquid, Ta, Tc, Ts dp, VA, Vc, and so on. The outer iteration is used to 
calculate the parameters in the whole channel, such as, Ifx), Vceu, Pin, Ts,in, Ts,out-
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Firstly, a given value of average current density, lavg, is provided to the 
simulation process as the initial parameter. Based on this given value of lavg, the flow 
rates for hydrogen, air and water vapor and liquid at inlet are calculated as initial 
conditions. In the outer iteration, the guessed value for the cell voltage, the inlet 
pressure Pin, inlet stack temperature TS in and outlet stack temperature Ts,0ut are chosen. 
Using the iteration method, the system will calculate a new group of l mg, P in, f s,m 
and T s,out, which will be used as the updated guess values. The iteration will not stop 
until the relative errors of Iavgl Pin, Ps.m and Ts>out are less than 0.0001 at the same time. 
During the iteration process, if the relative errors o f Pm, Ts,m and Ts,om do not fall into 
this range, the program will take another group adjusted values Pirii Ts,m and Ts,0ut as 
the new input. However, if the relative error between the calculated Iavg and the given 
Iavg is smaller than the specified the convergence criteria, the system will adjust the 
cell voltage for a new iteration process.
In the inner iteration, initial guessed exit temperatures of flow and exit 
pressure o f the each control volume are chosen. The computational results include: the 
exit flow temperatures TA and T c, pressure drop in each control volume and a set of 
local current densities which are used to calculate a new Iavg in the outer iteration. If 
the relative errors o f TA , T c and dp are not smaller than the specified convergence 
criteria, e.g. 0.0001, the iteration continues with new guess values of TA T C and dp. 
The flowchart diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5
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5.4 Parameters Used in Simulation
In this simulation, the hydrogen and air flow in the channels are in the coflow 
mode. Table 1 lists the basic geometry parameters and property o f electrode and 
membrane of the unit fuel cell.
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6. MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Choosing the right modeling parameters is essential in establishing the base 
case to validate the simulation results against experiments. Most current theoretical 
and experimental research of the PEM fuel cell only focus on the high temperature 
and high pressure operating environments. For low temperature and low pressure 
operating conditions, experimental results are hardly available from the literature. To 
verify the effectiveness of the simulation model, the simulation results under low 
temperature and low pressure conditions are compared with the experimental data 
obtained from a Ballard Nexa™ Power Module, which operates at room temperature 
and room pressure with maximum power output 1.2 KW. In this section, the 
simulation model is verified firstly. Then the simulation results from the base case is 
analyzed and the most important factors which affect the performance o f PEM fuel 
cell are considered.
6.1 Validation of the Model
The experiment is performed by Dr. Andrzej Sobiesiak’s team in University of
HTX A *rn /t
Windsor and the Nexa system is used in this experiment. The Nexa system [37] 
consumes hydrogen and air to provide DC power up to 1200 watts with a nominal 
output voltage of 26 VDC. It contains a BALLARD® fuel cell stack, as well as all the 
auxiliary equipment necessary for fuel cell operation. Auxiliary subsystems include 
hydrogen delivery, oxidant air supply, cooling system and operational safety systems
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for indoor operations. The onboard sensors monitor the system operations and records 
the experimental data. All operations are automatically controlled by the 
microprocessor and the control board.
Fig.6 compares the simulation results for constant stack temperature and for 
variable stack temperature with the experimental data. When the current density is 
less than 0.25 A/cm2, the output voltage in the modes is greater than the experimental 
results. After the current density exceeds 0.3 A/cm2, the output voltage in the model is 
less than the experiment results. Obviously, the inner resistances in the models are 
greater than that in practice. Meanwhile, the resistance in the constant stack 
temperature model is greater than that in the variable stack temperature model. It is 
difficult hard to explain clearly the exact reasons for the errors between the model 
results and experiment results. However, some factors may contribute to the error of 
the resistance calculation, which lead to the above simulation result.
I(x)tm
In the model, ~  r epresents the ohmic loss inside the fuel cell, which
\A/
depends on local current density, membrane thickness, and the membrane 
conductivity. The experimental equation for membrane conductivity comes from 
experiment [38], which is based on a fully hydrated membrane o f Nafion 117. In the 
real situation, at many local points o f membrane, the hydration is not perfect, which 
means the water activity in membrane is varied. In additional, the Nexa™ power 
module didn’t provide material and thickness o f the membrane. According to previous 
research [39], the material and thickness o f the membrane affect the membrane
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conductivity greatly. Without the detailed information regarding the membrane, it is 
hard to obtain very agreeable curves between model results and experimental results. 
Similarly to the above explanation, the single cell is assumed to be cooled on the both 
sides. In the Nexa™ power module, several single cells are cooled together as a stack. 
Thus, the temperature for each single cell in the stack is higher than that in the model. 
As we know, the higher stack temperature will lead to higher saturated pressure and a 
lower water activity, which means the membrane conductive becomes lower and the 
resistance is higher than those in the model.
From the above analysis, it is obvious that modeling the ohmic loss inside a 
PEM fuel cell is not an easy task. When the experimental facility has a complex 
structure and information such as the membrane resistance is not available, some 
adjustments seem to be necessary. Considering all the above factors, it is possible that 
the experimental equipment has a lower membrane resistance than our model. By 
multiplying a coefficient, which is less than one, with the ohmic loss item in the 
equation, we get a new curve which is plotted in Fig. 7. As we can see, this 
adjustment produces a better simulation result and the slope of this curve is closer to 
that of the experiment data. In order to get a more matched simulation result with the 
experiment, it is necessary to improve the model o f the membrane resistance based on 
each specified experimental environment. Nevertheless, in this research, the current 
model is used for further discussion since its simulation follows the same trend as the 
experimental data and have an acceptable accuracy at the same time.
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6.2 Grid Study
The convergence behavior and accuracy of a numerical solution depends on 
the grid quality. In general, a finer grid provides more accurate solution, however, it 
will require more computer memory and computational time. Whereas, the larger grid 
can increase the efficiency o f the computational process, but, it cannot provide a very 
accurate solution. Therefore, it is important to find the grid size that provides the 
accuracy and efficiency needed for the simulation. In this study, the number of mesh 
has been compared as 100, 300 and 500 cells. The simulation results for 100 and 300 
have some difference. However, there is no significant difference between the 
simulation results for 300 and 500 cells. Considering the increase in computational 
cost for the finer mesh, the mesh of 300 cells is chosen in this study.
6.3 Base Case Analysis
The simulation is based on an operating condition at near room temperature 
and low pressure, which is called the “Base case”. The detailed operating conditions 
o f the base case are listed in Table 2.
Fig. 8 shows the local current density in the base case along the channel. The 
current density is the highest at the inlet o f channel. It then drops quickly to the lowest 
point. After that, current density increases slowly along the channel until it reaches the 
exit of channel, where the current density increases sharply. This observation can be 
explained as the water activity in membrane changes along the channel.
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Fig. 9 shows the water activity in the cathode flow, anode flow and 
membrane respectively. Near the inlet o f the channel, the water vapor in the flow is 
sufficient and the membrane is well hydrated, which increases the local conductive 
and electro-osmotic drag coefficient of membrane. As a result, more hydrogen ions 
can pass through the membrane and generate higher current density. Further down the 
channel, the water activity at the anode flow drops quickly and the membrane 
becomes drier and more resistive which decreases the current density. However, since 
there is some water produced by the electrochemical reaction continually at the 
cathode, the water activity of the stream increases gradually along the channel. 
Correspondingly, the current density increases. In summary, the water vapor fraction 
in the flow has a direct impact on the fuel cell performance. Fig. 9 also displays that 
the water activity in the membrane depends on the water activity in both cathode 
stream and anode stream.
Fig. 10 shows how the mole number o f oxygen and hydrogen decrease along 
the channel. Since the excess coefficient o f air is higher than that of hydrogen, the 
molar fraction of oxygen is larger than that o f hydrogen at the exit of channel. The 
reason for choosing a large excess coefficient of air is that the excess air is needed to 
take away the extra water in the cathode channel. Mole number o f nitrogen doesn’t 
change because it is not involved in the electrochemical reaction.
Fig. 11 shows the relationship of water activity, water content and water 
relative humidity in channels which have been defined in the section of model 
description. In the cathode channel, the relative humidity o f stream is equal to 1.0.
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Because the water is produced continually, the water activity and water content keep 
increasing. When the water vapor partial pressure is greater than the saturated 
pressure, water vapor will condense to liquid water. If  the water vapor condensation 
rate is too low, the water vapor partial pressure can be greater than the saturated 
pressure in a short period. Therefore, the water activity can be greater than 1.0. 
According to their definitions, the difference between the water activity curve and 
water content curve at some point indicates that there is liquid water in this part of the 
channel. In the anode channel, since the flow is usually unsaturated and there is no 
liquid water along the channel, the three curves are overlapped. Fig. 12 shows the 
relationship between water content and water activity when the anode inlet water 
content is 1.25 and the liquid water is injected into the anode channels. In this special 
case, although relative humidity along the channels is no more than 1.0, it still can be 
seen that the water content curve and water activity curve are not overlapped. The 
area between water content and water activity means that liquid water exists in the 
channels. This phenomena is due to the lower liquid water evaporation rate. 
Meanwhile, it is found that the water content curve and water activity curve overlap 
after 60% of the channel length. This behavior is attributed to the fact that all of the 
liquid water evaporates into water vapor at the point of 60% of the channel length. 
Beyond this point, there is no liquid water in the channel.
Fig. 13 shows the temperature distribution of the cathode stream, the anode 
stream and the stack along the channel. Fig. 14 gives the detailed temperature curves 
in the vicinity of the inlet. At this part of the channel, heat can be transferred from the
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stack to the environment by the convection, which leads to the stack temperature 
being lower than the stream temperature. Further down to the channel, there are 
several heat transfer processes taking place: (a) a chemical reaction occurs and 
reaction heat is released to the solid stack, (b) water vapor condenses and latent heat is 
released, (c) convection heat transfer occurs as well due to the temperature difference 
between the stream and stack. According to the curve, the anode temperature drops 
quickly near the inlet of the channels. When it reaches the stack temperature, it 
increases with stack temperature. The cathode temperature drops slowly, at 15% of 
the channel length, it reaches the same temperature as the stack. It can be seen that the 
large flowrate leads to the flow temperature changing slowly at the cathode.
Fig. 15 shows the distribution of pressure along the channel. Obviously, the 
pressure drop at the cathode channel is larger than that at the anode channel. This is 
because the flowrate at cathode increases, which increases the flow velocity as well. 
On the other hand, the flowrate and velocity of the stream at the anode decreases, 
consequently, the pressure drop decreases as well.
6.4 Influence of the Inlet Temperatures of Reactant Gases
In this section, the effects of inlet temperatures o f flow on the PEM fuel cell 
performance will be evaluated. The inlet temperatures o f flows at both anode and 
cathode are set to 303 K, 313 K, 323 K, 333 K, and 343 K, respectively.
The distribution o f current density with different inlet temperatures is shown
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in Fig. 16. The distributions of current density are totally different for each inlet flow 
temperature. When the inlet temperatures of flows are 303 K and 313 K, the values of 
current densities are highest at the inlet of channel. They then decrease quickly until 
they reach the lowest point at around the 8% of length down the channel. After that, 
the current density increases again. The distribution of current density is very 
interesting when the inlet temperature o f flow is 323 K. The current density increases 
slightly around the entrance, and then begins to drop along the channel. At 
approximately 10% of channel length, the current density begins reaches the lowest 
value. After that, the current density turns back to increase again. This upward 
tendency stops at the position of about 60% of the channel length. When the inlet 
temperatures of flows are 333 K and 343 K, the current densities increase near the 
inlet, and then keep decreasing until the exit of channel. This happens primarily 
because the current density depends on the water activity in the membrane and the 
partial pressure of oxygen in cathode stream. At a low inlet temperature, since the gas 
carries little water vapor, water activity is the primary factor that affects the current 
density.
Fig. 17 shows the distribution o f water activity at the different inlet flow 
temperatures. It is found that the local water activities in the membrane are less than
1.0 when the inlet flow temperatures are 303 K and 313 K. At a position around the 
8% of the length down the channel, the water activity in the membrane reaches the 
lowest point. This means the membrane is very dry and the speed o f electrochemical 
reaction is slow. Consequently, only a small number o f electrons is produced, which
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leads to lower current density. With the increasing membrane water activity along the 
channel, more hydrogen ions pass through the membrane and therefore, the current 
density increases. It is also noticeable that the membrane activity increases quickly 
near the exit of channel. This can be explained due to the fact that the stack losses 
heat to environment, which quickly lows the stack temperature and flow temperatures. 
According to equation (43), the saturated pressure will drop and the water activities 
will increase. For the cases with higher inlet temperature, such as, 333 K and 343 K, 
the gases carry more water vapor into channel. Fig. 17 shows that the water activity in 
membrane along the whole channel is greater than 1.0. According to equation (53), 
the membrane conductivity changes are small when water activities are large enough. 
Thus, membrane is hydrated well and the speed o f electrochemical reaction is fast. As 
a result, more oxygen is consumed and the partial pressure o f oxygen decreases 
quickly (shown in Fig. 18). This effect contributes to the drop o f the current density 
along the channel. When the inlet temperature is 323 K, the current density depends 
on both membrane water activity and partial pressure o f oxygen. From the entrance of 
channel to about 60% of channel length, the membrane water activity is less than 1.0. 
The current density changes with the increasing membrane water activity. When the 
membrane water activity is greater than 1.0, the membrane conductivity doesn’t 
change much. However, the partial pressure o f oxygen decreases quickly and 
consequently, the current density drops beyond 60% of the channel length.
Fig. 19 shows that increasing the inlet temperature o f flow yields a higher 
cell potential. This behavior is attributed to the fact that the flow with high
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temperature introduces more water into the channel and the membrane resistance 
decreases due to the hydration. It is noticed that the polarization curves at the inlet 
flow temperatures of 333 K and 343 K are overlapped. This is because that the 
membrane resistance remains basically constant when the membrane is hydrated well 
(water activity is greater than 1.0 along the whole channel).
Fig. 20 shows the stack temperature distributions. It can be seen that the 
tendency of stack temperature is similar to that of current density. The larger the 
current density is, the more the reaction heat is released and the higher the stack 
temperature. Fig. 21 shows that the inlet temperatures of flow have a great effect on 
the pressure change along the cathode channels. When the inlet flow temperature is 
high, the speed of electrochemical reaction increases and more air is required. Thus, 
the flowrate in the cathode channels increase and the pressure drop increases as well.
6.5 Influence of Pressure
Fig. 22 shows how the pressure affects the performance o f a PEM fuel cell 
under various current densities. Over the entire range of the investigated current 
densities, a higher pressure leads to higher performance of the fuel cell. However, the 
potential difference between 1 atm and 2 atm is bigger than that between 2 atm and 3 
atm. Furthermore, this effect is more obvious when the current density is high. This is 
because the high-pressure streams can bring more water into the channel (shown in 
Fig. 23). As a result, the membrane is better hydrated and the speed o f chemical
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reaction increases. Therefore, the fuel cell can generate more power under the high 
flow pressure. From the above analysis, a conclusion can be drawn that a high inlet 
gas pressure has a positive effect on the system performance of fuel cell. However, 
whether to use the high pressure in a real fuel cell design depends on the trade off 
between the system improvement and the cost of providing compressed gas.
6.6 Influence of Coolant Temperature
Generally, the fuel cell system has cooling equipment to remove waste heat 
and keep the fuel cell working under optimal conditions. To simulate this kind of 
situation, it is required to investigate how the coolant temperature affects the fuel cell 
performance. To keep it simple, the coolant temperature is assumed to be constant. In 
order to study the effect on heat removal, the polarization curves with different 
coolant temperature, which are 293 K, 298 K, and 303 K respectively, are plotted in 
Fig. 24. The operating conditions o f the fuel cell are: the flow inlet temperature at 313 
K and average current density at 0.45 A/cm2. As we can see, the lower the cooling air 
temperature is, the better fuel cell performance can be. The reason behind this 
phenomenon is quite simple. As the coolant temperature becomes lower, more heat 
can be taken away from the stack, which reduces the stack temperature. As the stack 
temperature goes down, so do the flow temperatures due to the intensified heat 
transfer between them (shown in Fig. 25). As the flow temperature becomes lower, the 
saturated pressure o f water vapor drops which leads to an increase of the water
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activities. According to Fig. 26, the water activity in the membrane reaches the 
highest when the coolant temperature is at the lowest point. Therefore, the membrane 
is hydrated better and the speed of electrochemical increases. As a result, the 
performance o f the fuel cell is improved as well.
6.7 Influence of Anode Inlet Humidification
The water starvation in anode channel is one of the problems that fuel cell 
designers have to face. As shown in the base case (Fig. 9), the anode and its interface 
with the membrane become less hydrated as the flow travels along the channels. This 
is because that the water vapor at anode is carried away by hydrogen ions and 
transported into the cathode. One way to solve this problem to inject liquid water into 
the anode channel. As the flow at the anode becomes unsaturated, the liquid water 
will evaporate to replenish the water loss. Therefore, the membrane is hydrated well. 
Fig. 27 is variation of the amount o f liquid water along the channel. It shows that the 
liquid water disappears at about 25% of the channel length when the inlet water 
content at anode is 1.1. If the anode inlet water content increases to be 1.5, the liquid 
water will exist in the whole channel. This conclusion can be helpful in choosing the 
optimal anode inlet water content during the fuel cell design.
6.8 Constant Stack Temperature Case Analysis
In many previous studies, the stack temperature of the PEM fuel cell is
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assumed to be a constant. However, this temperature is more likely to be variable in 
real operation. To investigate how the assumption of the constant stack temperature 
affects the accuracy of the simulation, we simulate the constant stack temperature 
case and compared the results with those of previous sections. In this section, the 
Constant Stack Temperature can be referred to as “CST” while the Variable Stack 
Temperature is labeled as “VST”.
Fig. 28 and Fig 13 show the temperature changes along the channel for CST 
case and VST case respectively. In CST case, the stream temperature at the anode is 
the same as the stack temperature, since no reaction occurs and no heat is generated. 
Most o f the reaction heat is taken away by the stream in the cathode channel. 
Obviously, this case is hardly true in real situations. The curves in Fig. 13 are more 
complex, since it took the reaction heat into account. Here, the anode stream 
temperature is also close to the stack temperature, but changes along the channel. As 
the speed o f local reactions changes, the local temperature o f the cathode channel 
changes considerably as well. In other words, the temperature fields of the CST case 
in both the cathode and anode channels are quite different to those o f VST case.
Fig. 28 shows the local current density o f the base case along the channel for 
the CST case. As in the case of the corresponding curve in Fig. 8 for VST case, the 
current density is the highest at the inlet of channel. Then, it drops quickly to its 
lowest point. After that, current density increases slowly along the channel. Unlike the 
VST case, there is no sudden increase o f current density at the channel exit. This can 
be explained by water activity changes which have be presented in Fig. 29 for the
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CST case and Fig. 9 for the VST case. Contrary to the VST case, there is no large 
increase of water activity at the end o f the channel when the stack temperature is 
constant. Therefore, the current density value doesn't jump at the channel exit since it 
is directly influenced by the water activity. In summary, the variable stack temperature 
can significantly affect the flow field and thermodynamic parameters inside the 
channel. Its influence on flow mode and energy conversion efficiency can hardly be 
ignored. Also, in the PEM model simulation, choosing a right boundary condition 
assumption is very important.
The inlet temperatures of flow have an impact on the PEM fuel cell 
performance. Fig. 31 shows that a higher inlet temperature of flow yields a higher cell 
potential. As discussed before, this is mainly attributed to the fact that the flow with 
high temperature introduces more water to the channel and decreases the membrane 
resistance due to the hydration. The distribution of current density with different inlet 
temperatures is shown in Fig. 32. It is known that the current density depends on both 
the water activity in the membrane and the partial pressure o f oxygen in the cathode 
stream. Fig. 33 and Fig. 34 show water activity in membrane and the partial pressure 
o f oxygen along the channel. At low inlet temperature, since the gas carries little 
water, the membrane is dry and the speed o f electrochemical reaction is slow. As a 
result, a small amount of oxygen is consumed and the partial pressure of oxygen is 
high. When the stream moves down the channel, more water is produced and the 
membrane is hydrated, which increases the water activity as well as the speed of 
electrochemical reaction. Therefore, the current density increases in the later part of
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channel. At high inlet temperature, sufficient water has been carried by the gas at the 
initial phase and the speed of electrochemical reaction is fast. As a result, more 
oxygen is consumed and the partial pressure of oxygen decreases quickly. Eventually, 
these factors lead to the slow down o f the electrochemical reaction and decrease of the 
current density throughout the rest of the channel. Since the simulations provide 
different flow and temperature fields inside the fuel cell channels for the CST and 
VST, the reaction speed and the amount of water produced are quite different at each 
point o f in channel. Fig. 31 and Fig. 19 are the polarization curves for the CST case 
and VST case respectively. In Fig. 31, the difference between high temperature 
curves, such as 333 K and 343 K, is more obviously than for the low temperature (313 
K and 323 K). On the contrary, the low temperature difference is larger than high 
temperature in Fig. 19. This means, assuming a constant stack temperature not only 
affects the analysis of flow conditions, it also changes the simulation result of fuel cell 
performance.
Since a variable stack temperature more likely happens in a real fuel cell, it 
makes sense to replace the constant stack temperature assumption with a variable 
stack temperature. Actually, this was shown in the experimental data. In Fig.6, the 
experimental result has been compared with both the CST case and VST case. It is 
obviously that the VST case provides a better simulation result.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
In this research, a model o f a single PEM fuel cell has been developed. The 
simulation based on this model can be used to analyze the water transport across the 
membrane, the water phase-change effect, the pressure variation along the channel 
and the energy balance. It can also be used to predict the characteristics o f the flows 
inside the channel and analyze the factors that affect the fuel cell performance. Based 
on this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The VST model is more accurate than the CST model when predicting a 
single fuel cell performance.
2. The humidification of both anode and cathode sides is very important factor 
affecting the performance o f a PEM fuel cell.
3. Increasing the flow inlet temperatures is an approach to overcome the water 
starvation problem. However, if additional equipment is added, the cost of the 
fuel cell needs to be considered as well.
4. Increasing the flow pressure can improve the fuel cell performance.
5. Proper liquid water injection at the anode channel inlet can be useful in fuel 
cell performance improvement. An optimal amount o f liquid water could be 
determined using by the simulations based on the model developed in the 
present study.
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6 . Decreasing the cooling temperature is helpful in improving the fuel cell 
performance.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
It is recommended that future work be conducted:
1. A better empirical equation for the membrane conductivity should be adopted 
in this model.
2. In order to make the model more accurate, the constant coolant temperature 
should be replaced by a variable temperature.
3. Two-phase flow can be introduced into this model to more precisely simulate 
the phase change.
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Membrane
Plate at anode
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Anode channels
Cathode channels
A ctivity layers and electrode
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of PEM fuel cell modeling regions.
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Air, vapor H2, vapor
Evaporated or 
condensed water
back-diffusion by 
the concentration 
gradient o f water
Electrosomotic drag
Evaporated or 
condensed water
back-diffusion by 
the pressure 
gradient of water
Fig. 2 Mass balance of a unit fuel cell.
Sensible heat at cathode Sensible heat at anode
Heat to solid phase
Latent heat at anodeLatent heat at cathode
Heat to coolant
Heat to coolant
Eneigy released by reaction
Electrical energy
Fig. 3 Energy balance o f a unit fuel cell.
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Fig. 5 Flowchart o f solution procedure
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Fig. 31 Polarization curve for different stack temperature.
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Fig. 32 A comparison of current profiles along the channels with the different inlet 
stream temperatures.
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Fig. 33 A comparison of water activity in membrane along the channels with the 
different inlet stream temperatures.
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Fig. 34 A comparison of oxygen partial pressure along the channels with the 
different inlet flow temperatures.
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Param eters Values
Channel length (L) 83.5 cm
Channel width at cathode and anode (h) 0.15 cm
Channel height at cathode and anode (d) 0.08 cm
Channel number of cathode and anode (NCh) 6
The effective area 110.62 cm2
Condensation rate constant (kc) 1.0 s'1
Membrane dry density (pm,dry) 2.0  g/cm3
Membrane dry equivalent weight (Mm dry) 1100 g/mol
Membrane thickness (tm) 0.01275 cm
Fuel cell open-circuit voltage (Voc) 1.1 V
Oxygen exchange current density (1°) 0.01 A/cm2
Diffusion coefficient of water in membrane (D°) 5.5xlO"7 cm2/s
Table 1 Geometry parameters of a single fuel cell.
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Param eters Values
Inlet temperature of air 313 K
Inlet temperature of hydrogen 313 K
Inlet relative humidity o f air 1.0
Inlet relative humidity o f hydrogen 1.0
Outlet pressure o f cathode 109535 Pa
Outlet pressure o f anode 109535 Pa
Current density 0.5 A/cm2
Excess coefficient o f flow at cathode 2.02
Excess coefficient o f flow at anode 1.169
Table 2 Operating condition in base case
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